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Abstract:
Medical health records are also known as public health record (PHR)/electronic health record (EHR).Generally the records stored
in the hospital are very complex it contains data such as personal information which is in the relational database format, several
medical diagnosis test which may be blood sugar or blood pressure, observation by the doctor or review of other medical
diagnostic team, various medical imaging such as x-ray etc. All this data must be stored in a single database or server such system
takes immense amount of time for processing the data. The hospital may also have active data associated with the patient. An
active data need to be analyzed in the real time. Processing such large volume of data is not being supported by the current
technology. Several recent works in big data technology has made such medical health records application to be migrated into the
cloud that to be migrated into big data framework, further such big data framework are been processed by the front end system
such as perl, php and ruby etc. The objective of this work is to consider a large amount of data with variety, velocity and process
the data in real time on cloud over the big data technology. The current system of accessing the big data technology does not
support cloud API and integration. In this work we extent big data system for processing medical records with cloud integration
and demonstrate that our proposed architecture can not only analyze the data in real time but is much more efficient
in comparison to current technology as well as cluster based computing.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

Hospital Management System is encountering off-the-outline
development in data era. Increment in number of clinical
solutions in-tern generate vast measure of data consistently
including Electronic Medical Records, digital image and so
on. The other clinical data incorporate the wearable sensor
networks aggregate information on patient's heart rate, brain
activity, temperature, muscle motion and so forth. This
generates enormous measure of information. The data
generated is confidential and ought to be overseen
properly.The availability of patient's data totally and rapidly
can make the capacity for new revelations and leap forward,
and additionally giving in-time treatment. The general
performance of the Hospital Management System can be
enhanced by the better data and better results for patients. The
health care management incorporates substantial measure of
data which can be described as big data, which can be
characterized by 5Vs as far as Volume, Velocity, Variety,
Value, and Veracity. The patient data are of expansive bytes,
which depicts about the volume. The data entry rate from the
patients can be known as the velocity. The diverse sorts of
data sets regarding the structured, semi structured and
unstructured data sets, for example, clinical reports, EHRs,
and radiological images and so forth allude to the assortment
and veracity clarifies the honesty of the data sets as for data
availability and authenticity. The gathered data are changed
into important judgment which refers to the value the data of
patients are the primary and main entities in healthcare big
data analytic. Hence, valid raw data must be collected in an
efficient manner in a medical environment. In advanced
healthcare systems, the patient data are collected through
wearable devices equipped with different types of sensors. If
the hospital tries to locate an another branch of its in some
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other geographic location then migrating this big data to that
selected geographic location might result in data loss. This can
be overcome by migrating the big data over the cloud. Cloud
computing is nothing but the integration of several grid
computers along with their data center which virtually
represents the single computer from outside
II.

RELATED WORK

A framework for handling different Big Data which can be in
structured, semistructured and unstructured format. The
concept uses Hadoop ecosystem and H-Base, which is a nonrelational database executed in a distributed manner for
storing, fetching and retrieving of heterogeneous datasets[1]
The healthcare industry needs to reap the benefits of emerging
technologies such as mobile computing and cloud computing,
along with the use of Health Information Technology (HIT) to
help solve the ever growing operating cost problems [2].With
convergence of advanced computing and numerous Big Data
technological options like commercial solutions, Open Source,
Cloud etc. It is now possible to attain high performance,
scalability at a relatively low cost. Big data solutions often
come with set of innovative data management solutions and
analytical tools, when effectively implemented can transform
the healthcare outcomes[3].Big data analytics in healthcare is
evolving into a promising field for providing insight from very
large data sets and improving outcomes while reducing costs.
Its potential is great [4].Cloud computing technology can
greatly improve the level of healthcare services. Here a cloud
computing based remote healthcare service system was
introduced[5].The proposed approach not only utilizes clinical
information but also personalized information by correlation
to find hidden information using big data health analytic for
improvement of life-care[6].
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III.

PROPOSED SYSTEM

Here we propose a novel architecture where by the traditional
data stored in the relational database is first migrated to a big
data framework using ETL(Enterprise transfer logic) tool this
is followed by implementing a data analytic service on the
bigdata system and followed by extending the services
through the cloud API. Once the entire medical health record
analytics is imported into cloud environment our work also
provides a platform for data analytics of the medical data. It
also supports device independent access of the data by using
API’s.
A. Block Diagram of the Proposed System
The hospital management includes large amount of patients
data the data might be the patient’s vitals data, patients visit
data, and patients clinical report etc. All this form the health
record. The traditional database can’t manage such large
amount of data as their will be chances of data loss due to the
increased load on the system so this data is migrated into the
big data system through ETL(Enterprise transfer logic) tool.
The data is further passed through the cloud for easy accessing
of data through API’s and analytics are performed on the data,
which include the predictive analysis, diagnosis analysis and
the statistical analysis. Apache Spark is the big data
framework which helps us performing general data analytics
on the distributed cluster like hadoop.It runs on top of the
existing hadoop cluster and access hadoop data store. It is the
alternative to the traditional map reduce model.Its features
includes the speed, easy to use and can run everywhere.It
provides memory computation for the increase speed and data
process over map reduce.

Figure.1. Block Diagram
IV.

IMPLEMENTATION AND RESULTS

We have proposed an open source real time cloud based
medical health record system which is HIPPA complaint
based on popular OpenMRS health care system architecture.
OpenMRS is the software platform and the reference
application which empowers the outline of a redid medical
records system The system is based on the theoretical database
structure which is not subject to the real sorts of medical
information required to be gathered or on specific information
accumulation structures thus can be altered for various
employments. Through its open source group it has developed
into a medical informatics stage utilized on each mainland
OpenMRS is based on the principle that information ought to
be put away in a way which makes it simple to outline and
break down, i.e., insignificant utilization of free content and
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most extreme utilization of coded information. The OpenMRS
is intended to be a non specific medical record system that can
bolster the care of patients, observations, encounters, notes,
and other information from the healthcare system and
rendering those in synopses, reports, and information sees that
would enhance the viability of the general population utilizing
the system. OpenMRS is a Java-based, web-based electronic
medical record. We began from a straightforward (at any rate
it used to be basic) information demonstrate, wrapped that into
an API, and after that assembled a web-based application that
uses the API.OpenMRS is a client-server application, which
implies it is intended to work in a domain where numerous
client PCs get to similar information on a server. Through the
OpenMRS application which we have implemented using the
android studio as the tool we can find the records of the patient
who are registered, the start and end date and time of the
particular patients visit can be known, the diagnosis of the
patient can be known. Through the software platform of
OpenMRS we can even perform the analytics like statistical
and diagnostic analysis. The information related to the
particular patient vitals or parameters based on his/her every
visit can be drawn from the OpenMRS patient’s record. There
might be the chances of missing the vitals data due to the
patient’s irregular visits or the hospital management
negligence, those missing data can be predicted by the
predictive analytics. We are using the matlab as distribution
for predictive analysis through which the analysis can be done
easily and accurately. Fig shows the statistical analysis
performed on the systolic blood pressure parameter .where the
number of patients who are associated with this parameter or
vital or concept is known and the minimum and maximum is
set by default, mean and median value is calculated all this is
known as the data definition.The number of occurrences of the
patients for the particular vital is represented on the y-axis and
the value associated with the patients on the x-axis.

Figure.2. Histogram Graph of Systolic Blood Pressure
Parameter
Fig below shows the histogram graph of systolic blood pressure
without the outliers i.e the patient cannot have the 0 systolic
blood pressure and can’t exceed the 250 so the outliers are
removed and displayed

Figure.3. the Histogram of Systolic Blood Pressure Graph
Without the Outliers
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Fig below shows the time series graph for the systolic blood
pressure parameter, which gives the information of the dates on
which the patient’s visited and what was the minimum or
maximum systolic blood pressure reading of the patients.

Figure.4. Time Series Graph for The Systolic Blood
Pressure Parameter
Diagnostic analysis performed can be shown below. Fig below
shows the diagnostic analysis for the particular diseases i.e
pregnancy, miscarriage. Object concepts need to be added for
performing diagnosis anlaysis this can be done by adding the
observation and then save the encounter details based on which
the graph will be displayed.The overall patients out of which
the patients suffering with the particular diseases is shown
through the dark color and No represents the rest patients who
are not suffering with the particular disease.

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
The ongoing infrastructure improvement and software as a
service more and more solution has been migrated into the
cloud, a cloud based solution provides a distinct feature of
device independent access where by the same features can be
accessed across various platforms like mobile, browser etc.
With the advancement of the cloud based system many
medical applications are also migrated over the cloud. The
advantage of such a system is that it not only gives all time
access of the patient data but also provides an easy analytics
service through the big data framework. Even though various
past authors have proposed efficient architecture for big data
based medical solution ,however an open cloud based API
with data analytics and predictive analytics has never been
proposed in the past(to the best of our knowledge). In this
work we have proposed an open source real time cloud based
medical health record system which is HIPPA complaint
based on popular OpenMRS health care system architecture.
Our system provides a cloud based API to access modify and
upgrade patients data in the cloud at the same time a data
visualization extension in the mobile further our system also
provides an easy analytics services on various parameters and
at the same time it offers an easy predictive analytics of the
missing data. Our system has been tested across wide range of
devices such as mobile, browser and the performance of the
access time as found to be extremely homogenous. This
system can be further improved by incorporating common
predictive analytics module, disease prediction module. And
can be further improved by including independent machine
learning framework that can assist the user to diagnose their
health system based on the vitals and improved parameters
efficiently.
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